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Click the below for a 
review of the Korcett KMC 

Portal. 

 

 

Devices: An Overview 
   

The Internet is constantly changing. It's almost as 
if it is a living, breathing entity - rising and falling, 
swaying slightly to the left and right and forever 
moving forward. The devices we use to access the 
Internet are changing and evolving just as fast. Ten 
years ago residents moved in with just a desktop 
and maybe a laptop to take to and from class. 
 Today residents show up with 5-10 devices that 
demand internet access.  As the internet evolves so 
do the devices that are used each day. 

What are Devices? 

 

Today's popular devices have evolved from the 
necessary desktop computer to the necessary 
laptop, tablet, smart phone, and gaming device. 
This is the nature of technology. The more we 
have, the more we use, the more we just cannot 
live without these technologies. 
  
Computers: Still the number one staple for most 
people and especially the college student. 
However, today a laptop is much more popular 
that the Old Faithful that is a desktop computer. 
Many popular laptops (like the Air Mac) don't even 
have the capability to connect via an Ethernet 
cord. Wireless has opened the door to extreme 
mobility with our Internet devices and even 
computers are leaping over the proverbial 
threshold. 
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Korcett Management 
Console (KMC) - 

Resident Overview 

 

Support Kudos! 

  

Having an awesome 
Support Team is 
pivotal for Korcett's 
success.  The K.A.M. 
would like to share 
with you some great 
feedback we have 
received lately on their 
behalf. 

  

"The man that attended 
me had a very great 
attitude throughout 
resolving the problem. I 
really appreciated his 
service." - Raul Ramirez  

  

" Nick who helped me over 
the phone was very patient 
and helpful although the time 
it took to actually fix the 
problem took a bit longer 
than expected." - Nicole 
Yeung 
   
"They answer my request 
fairly quick, and in a very 
professional way. Customer 
service knew everything with 
respect to my question and 
my request. " Adrian Zuniga 

  
  

 

  
Tablets: As mobile as laptops can be, Tablets are 
even easier to transport and use on the run. 
Typically a completely wireless device, they breach 
the gap between the larger, bulkier laptops and the 
smaller, harder to use Smart Phones. With the 
onset of options now, these Tablets are only 
growing in popularity. 
  
Smart Phones: The device that started it all. 
When Apple unleashed the first iPhone in 2005 
the future for phones and all devices changed. 
Suddenly we had everything in our pocket. The 
ability to call home, download our favorite songs, 
chat our friends to make plans, and search the 
Internet for the best restaurant to meet up on a 
Friday night. These phones have only gotten faster, 
fancier, and smarted with the onset of Apple 
competitors. 
  
Gaming Systems: When at home, gaming 
systems first became popular as two players could 
compete against each other in the age old Luigi vs. 
Mario. Today almost all the games released have at 
least the option to connect through the Internet so 
you can play people all over the world. On top of 
that you can surf the net, stream music and 
Netflix. 
  
Where there was once only a Desk Top computer 
we now have technology all around us and with us 
on the go. What will the future bring? Here at 
Korcett we joke that someday soon residents will 
be adding there Internet capable toaster to their 
accounts or maybe their showers. It sounds silly, 
but so did computer phones 20 years ago.  
   

Reminders For Devices 

  

 * All devices that a resident wishes to use to access 
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the Internet need to be added to their account by 
entering their MAC address. 

 

* The more devices that are connected to the 
Internet via a wireless connection the slower the 
Wifi will be. Therefore the more devices they can 
connect by plugging into the wall (where they are 
guaranteed speeds) the faster their Tablets and 
other Devices that only use Wifi will work. 

 

* Ask your Account Manager if you need another 
electronic copy of the "How to Create an Account" 
or "iOS  iGuide. 
  

What's Coming Next? 

 

Keep an eye out for our next 
Newsletter on October 1st. It will be 
all about our relationship with you, 
property managers, and have a link 
to our quarterly survey. 

 

Stay Tuned! 

 

 

Have a great start to October! 

 

 

 

 

    

  

 


